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Character Generation

Ability Scores
Roll your 6 ability scores. Do this by using 4D6 and discarding the lowest die, and totalling the result. 
A minimum of 7 is required for each ability, reroll any statistic below this (although the new result 
cannot exceed 12). You may only have one value of 18, if you roll more than this, consider each successive 
roll to be one less (so 17, then 16, etc.). Assign these 6 values to the attributes below.
Strength:Physical strength and knowledge of applying muscle mass to solve problems
 EX: Boxers, weight lifters
Agility: Hand eye coordination, reflex times
 EX: Dancers, pickpockets
Endurance: Length of strenuous activities, perseverance
 EX: Marathon runners, climbers
Knowledge: Equivalent to IQ / 10, "smart" people
 EX: Librarian, mathematician
Streetwise: How to apply knowledge, experience by not necessarily a high IQ, "know how"
 EX: Street smart kid, inventor, village elder
Charisma: Physical beauty and force of personality, used for interaction skills and NPC reactions
 EX: Superstar, persuasive salesman, leader

Primary:
Choose a primary statistic, one that you have focused on heavily. Apply +1 to this ability score.
Weakness:
Choose a weaker statistic, one that has become deficient from lack of use. Apply -1 to this ability score.
*Note: The primary and weakness can be the same ability, which results in a net of 0 (no change to the statistic).

Description
Name: First and last name
Gender: Male or Female
Age: Choose between 16-50, default starting age is 20. Expected natural lifespan is 80 + D10 years.
Height (Male): Choose one between 4'10" and 6'10", or randomly roll 5'0" + 2D10 inches.
Height (Female): Choose one between 4'7" and 6'7", or randomly roll 4'9" + 2D10 inches.
Weight: Choose a realistic weight value in pounds.
Nationality: Choose a nationality, which is based on the parent's genes and birthplace.

Country Subculture

African Western, Eastern

American Central, Fringe

Any Pales

Asian Chinese, Japanese, Other

Australian Craterborn, Cityborn

Canadian Touched, Untouched

European (based on country inside of Europe)

Russian Russian

South American Technologies (Brazilian), Technophobe (Other)

Birthplace: Choose a country (related to nationality), province, state, city, or town as your birthplace.
Eye Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Hair Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Skin Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Religion: Will you be religious or not, how religious, and of what religion?

Languages
There are 4 levels to languages; native (first language, can only have one), fluent (as good as is 
possible), known (can get by with the language, may have an accent or not know advanced words), and simple 
(knows a few words, could maybe get by with patient native speakers). Each language can also be 
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read/write, or just spoken (can do both for native automatically). Languages can be learned in game as the 
player advances.
Native Language (including read/write): Choose one based on birthplace and childhood
Known Language (including read/write): Choose a second language
Simple Language (no read/write): If the player has Knowledge 13+, they can learn a third language at a 
simple level.

Dirty Secret
Randomly generated from the list below. Each player has a dirty secret, and it must be (initially) kept 
hidden from other players. If the result goes against what the player has planned for the character, the 
Dirty Secret can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D10)

Dirty Secret

1 Addicted to random drug

2 Skill based problem (addicted to gambling, stealing, etc.)

3 Has a random nonfatal disease

4 Has a shady past (involving drugs, murder, etc.)

5 Lying about a part of their life (actually doesn't have a job, etc.)

6 Has been arrested

7 Is involved in illegal activity (smuggling, hacking, etc.)

8 Has a bad daily / nightly hobby (vandalism, etc.)

9 Has recently stolen from another player

10 None

Quirk
Randomly generated from the list below. These are normally easily noticeable things about the character, 
such as a twitch or "short fuse". If the result goes against what the player has planned for the 
character, the Quirk can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D20)

Quirk

1 Missing finger

2 Sweaty

3 Hands shake slightly

4 Slurs words

5 Birthmark

6 Whistles a lot

7 Flips a coin

8 Fidgets nervously

9 Pessimist
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10 Optimist

11 Suspicious

12 Trusty

13 Overly big body part(s)

14 Overly small body part(s)

15 Evenly tempered

16 Hot tempered

17 No sense of humor

18 Strong opinion on politics

19 Gets dizzy often

20 None
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Phobia
Randomly generated from the list below. You fear the result, and will avoid it. If forced into a situation 
involving your phobia, you will need to make saving rolls at the WM's discretion. If the result goes 
against what the player has planned for the character, the Phobia can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D20)

Phobia

1 Books

2 Plants

3 Ugliness

4 Glass

5 Blushing

6 Needles

7 Growing Old

8 Dust

9 Lakes

10 Strong Winds

11 Ants

12 Birds

13 Moon

14 Relatives

15 Strangers

16 Disease

17 Floods

18 Spiders

19 Flying

20 None

Feat
1 General Feat at first level
1 Specialized Feat at first level
1 Specialized Feat every 3 levels

Skills
(4 + Int bonus + Wis bonus) x 3 at first level
4 + (Int bonus or Wis bonus, whichever is higher) at following levels
*Note: A player may choose to not gain any skill points, and instead gain a General Feat at that level. This can be 
done a maximum of once every 2 levels.

Equipment
Start with D4 x 1000 credits / local currency (or start with preset choices by the WM)
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Statistics
Hitpoints: Endurance score * level
Subdual: Endurance score * level
Life Points: 1 + 1 / 2 levels
Dodge: 10 + (10 - Agility bonus) + armor
Defense: Based on armor
Initiative: Streetwise bonus + Agility bonus (cannot initially exceed 7)
Base Attack: 1 / level
Melee Attack: Strength bonus + 1
Ranged Attack: Agility bonus
Speed: 30ft + (Endurance bonus - 1, minimum 0)
Fortitude Save: Level + Endurance bonus or Strength bonus (choose which one and use it forever)
Reflex Save: Level + Agility bonus
Will Save: Level + Knowledge or Streetwise or Charisma (choose which one and use it forever)
Carrying Weight: Strength x 10 + 30 is maximum carrying weight in pounds.
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